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Abstract
This paper presents the total process model of automation for construction and maintenance, with a
focus on roads and bridges. This multi-phase model includes: initial measurements, product modeling and
design, construction control and machine guidance, quality assurance and control, and lifecycle operations
and maintenance. The paper then provides detailed discussion of current applied research results from
Finland and California. The paper gives a summary of the key findings of Finland and California, noting
areas of commonality and areas for further investigation. Finally, the paper presents plans for further
collaborative research between the University of Oulu and the University of California – Davis.
1.

Introduction: The Total Process Model

Automation of infrastructure construction is based on the use of different information models in the
different phases of the total working process. For example, the needed machine control models (“control
model”) can be processed from the related product design (“product model”). The product model is
designed and optimized based on measured “initial data models”. Constructed structures and products are
measured and stored as “as-built models.” On-going maintenance and operations of the infrastructure will
need different functional measurements (“maintenance model”). In the end-of-product lifecycle, residual
value measurements (“residual value model”) can be utilized in the long-term planning and development of
products and working processes (Heikkilä and Jaakkola 2006). This total process model provides a formal
framework for the current and future collaborations between Finland and California.
1.1 Initial Measurements
The automated road construction process starts with on-site input data measurements. In road
construction projects, the key input data includes variations in terrain and elevation and soil features.
Recently, laser scanning from an airplane, helicopter, or on the ground has developed greatly and become
increasingly popular (Hiremagalur et al. 2007; Hiremagalur et al. 2009). The resulting 3D point cloud adjusted
to the relevant coordinate system can be imported into a semi-automatic analysis application that can be
used to model not only the contours of the terrain but also tree stands, road alignments, structures, and
buildings. However, 3D modeling of underground soil features and conversion into a digitized format is
technically far more complicated than above-ground terrain modeling.
1.2 Product Modeling and Design
In product design, a model and instructions for the implementation of the product are created out of the
input data. Typically, the products are large 3D objects. If the input data is 3D, design can be carried out 3dimensionally using CAD tools. The 3D geometric model can be used to produce images for 2D drawings.
With improved efficiency in design, it is also essential to be able to make use of the design model for
physical construction. If the geometric model is accurate and based on the site coordinate system, it can be
used directly for controlling measurements and construction machines. This imposes additional requirements
on the quality and accuracy of design.
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While geometry is an essential aspect of the model, and represents the focus of the discussion in this
paper, other data types must be considered throughout the process. These include road structural layers,
pavement characteristics and performance, soil conditions, hydraulic characteristics, existing or anticipated
traffic patterns, right-of-way and utility issues, and operational and maintenance issues and measurements.
1.3 Construction Control and Machine Guidance
In the future, there is a very strong view that machines used in civil construction will be increasingly
controlled by automated systems. The most advanced systems presently available permit partial automatic
control of the machine blade based on 3D positioning and 3D models. However, the functional
performance of the systems varies, usually because the corresponding geometric data is not managed
completely. Full control of the 3D geometric data and, in particular, inclusion of other property data in the
control system remains as future goals.
Previous research and experiments indicate that the control of construction machines and blades requires
active coordination by the operator. In this system, the blade position is adjusted automatically with
reference to the control model, permitting the operator to select among various options to optimize the
process according to the situation at hand. Evidently, pre-calculated paths of travel can seldom be followed.
Typically, 3D point, curve and triangulated surface model models provide sufficient geometric control
data for finishing surfaces. However, their data content is not sufficient for a control model for work
operations such as the reinforcement of the road bed or stabilization of structural layers, where the objective
is to modify the properties of the materials.
1.4 Quality Assurance and Control (QA/QC)
QA/QC is an essential part of the construction automation process. Modern sensing technologies,
including 3D laser scanning, robotic total stations, and a variety of pavement quality sensors, can be
combined with the CAD data and models used for machine guidance (Kilpeläinen, Heikkilä and Parkkila
2007). Real-time monitoring as well as post-production validation will be necessary to assure the appropriate
levels of quality, and compliance with job requirements and specifications.
1.5 Lifecycle Operations and Maintenance
For the safest and most efficient operations and maintenance of the infrastructure, data- and modeldriven methods must be applied throughout the lifecycle. Numerous advanced sensing, software, and
robotics and automation technologies have been developed and proven by the AHMCT Research
Center (AHMCT Research Center 2008). For example, mountain pass road opening benefits from sensing
and driver assistive displays based on a GPS/GIS model of the roadway (Yen et al. 2008). Several of these
systems are now commercially available and are being deployed into infrastructure operations and
maintenance (AHMCT 2008; TRAF-tech 2008).
2.

Finland Applied Research

Finland is quite active in the field of Road Construction Automation, with on-going cooperative efforts
between the University of Oulu, Tekes, the Finnish Road Administration, and numerous private partners. A
sampling of these efforts is provided here.
2.1 In the field of Road Construction the results of the Development of an Overall Functional Process Utilizing 3D Data
Models and Automation for Rehabilitation of Road Structures – CASE VT4, Haurukylä–Haaransilta (3D-ROAD)
project implemented in 2006–2009 in Finland
The main objective of the 3D-ROAD research project is to develop a 3D functional process for
enhancing road structures, utilizing automation, and improving the efficiency and quality of the measuring,
design and construction processes (see Figures 1-3). The partial objectives enabling achievement of the main
objective are: to complete the research tasks required for the development of an overall functional process;
to model the overall functional process in order to complete a full-scale test project; and to complete an
experimental implementation of automation, i.e. the overall functional process, in an actual construction
project.
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The Fiinnish Road Administratio
A
n (FRA) was also participaating in the research projeect in co-operration
with the University of
o Oulu, aim
ming to develop subphasse-specific reequirements to
t speed up
p the
w technology aas part of the 3D-ROAD project. The reequirements were
w be includded in
implementation of new
the requessts for bids, en
nabling the acctors to presen
nt their own im
mplementation solutions ass part of their bids.
The test project
p
gave th
he companies aan opportunitty to develop and
a test autom
mation techno
ology.
The co
ommon objecttive of the Un
niversity of Oulu and the FRA
F
was to co
omplete the co
onstruction on
n the
actual testt site, settingg a global staandard in utillization of prrogressive 3D
D automation.. The projectt was
completedd using the beest technologyy and skills avvailable todayy. The first aim
m was to get the companiies to
start deveeloping their automation
a
teechnology. Th
he second aim
m was to acqquire more co
omprehensivee and
accurate in
nitial data utillizing accuratee 3D positioniing. The thirdd aim was to design
d
and model new 3D road
geometry as part of the structural reh
habilitation project. The fouurth aim was to
t utilize 3D machine
m
contrrol in
the constrruction of the pilot project.

Figure 1: Examining
E
thee quality of m
machine contro
ol models in th
he user-interfaace of 3D meaasuring application
software
Finlandd has about 150 3D macchine control systems currrently in use. Software used includes Tekla
T
Xstreet, Novapoint,
N
an
nd Bentley Inrroads for roadd design taskss. Vehicle-bassed laser scann
ning systems have
been testeed and used, and
a helicopterr-based laser scanning has been
b
in wide use.
u Finally, 3D
D GPR measuuring
has been tested
t
and parrtly used in con
nstruction pro
ojects.
2.2 In thee field of Bridge Engineering
E
the results of the Brridge Product Modeling
M
and Connstruction Autom
mation Developm
ment
(5D-SILTA
TA) project impleemented in 20044–2007 in Finlland
5D-SIL
LTA was an umbrella
u
project under whicch various sepaarate R&D prrojects were caarried out in
cooperatio
on between th
he actors in thee consortium (Pulkkinen, Karjalainen
K
andd Heikkilä 20008). In the pro
oject,
5D techno
ology refers to
o the production, transfer an
nd utilization of data in mo
ore than three dimensions
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throughout th
he total operatting process o
of bridge buildding. The reseaarch and deveelopment focuused on the
development of 3D laser sccanning and G
GPR scanningg of bridges, th
he transfer of measurementt results and
4 the develop
pment and imp
provement in
road geometrry to the 3D product modelling of bridgess (see Figure 4),
the efficiencyy of road desiggn based on prroduct modeliing, the diversse utilization of
o product mo
odel data in
quantity surveeying and costt accounting, sscheduling, an
nd procurement planning an
nd managemeent of
construction work,
w
and in 3D
3 measurem
ments used to control
c
and vaalidate (QA/Q
QC) constructiion.

Figgure 2: 3D co
ontrol of excavvators in the test of 3D RO
OAD

Figure 3: 3D
3 control off excavators in
n the test of 3D
D ROAD – usser interface
Three-dim
mensional laser scanning en
nriches the geeometric meassurements takken during vaarious stages of
o
bridge constrruction and im
mproves theirr efficiency an
nd precision. By utilizing the
t developin
ng technique of
o
bridge scanniing, the meassurements of the starting data
d
can be expanded furth
her and thus produce morre
3
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on for the planning of bridgge repairs. In bridge design
n, the shift to 3D product modeling
m
incrreases
informatio
the efficieency and speed of design w
work, reduces design flaws,, improves ch
hange management, and dirrectly
serves thee various aim
ms of visualization. A con
ntractor can utilize
u
a prodduct model directly in quaantity
surveying and bid calcullations, procuurement operaations, schedulle managemen
nt, and even in
n measuring. Thus,
T
ology integrattes the design
ner and contrractor into a more interacttive and conttinuous process of
5D techno
cooperatio
on. The clien
nt can utilize the product model when
n checking pllans, for exam
mple, and in later
maintenan
nce and repair stages.

4 An arched cconcrete slab modeled
m
in a Finnish
F
test (T
Tekla Structurres)
Figure 4:
3.

Califfornia Applieed Research

The California
C
Dep
partment of Transportatio
on (Caltrans) current design process is to producee 2D
drawings for roadway and bridge co
onstruction by in-house en
ngineers. A sm
mall portion of the design
ns are
done by engineering
e
firrms. Roadwayy designs are developed
d
usiing a combinaation of CAiC
CE (Autodeskk, San
Rafael, CA
A.) and Bentleey MicroStatio
on (Exton, PA
A.) Bridge deesigns are don
ne using in-ho
ouse modifiedd and
commercial software. The
T completedd 2D plans aree used for biddding and buillding the projects. Contractts are
t
a com
mpetitive bid p
process and contractors
c
arre by law not allowed to bee preselected. This
awarded through
prevents the
t contractorr from collaborating with the designer before
b
the prroject is awardded. Although
h 3D
design datta exists, it is often
o
not in a complete andd edited 3D model.
m
The creaation of a full 3D model is not a
required design
d
productt at this time.
Caltran
ns began receeiving requestts for electron
nic design data, in addition
n to the 2D plan sheets, from
contractorrs in 2001-20003. Vendors also demo
onstrated the use of theiir equipment for construuction
automatio
on. However no data waas presented, then or no
ow, to concllusively show
w that autom
mated
construction saved tim
me and/or mo
oney on highw
way projects. Construction automation was
w seen by some
s
e
as just
j another w
way to use thee data that was currently beeing producedd and no workkflow
Caltrans employees
change waas needed.
One prroject that atttempted to use construction
n automation was on I-15 near
n Barstow (see Figures 5 and
6). New lanes
l
were being added tto the existin
ng roadway in
n both directtions for 15 miles.
m
The paaving
subcontractor attempteed to use construction auto
omation to co
ontrol the con
ncrete paver. Two
T
total staations
were trackking retro-refleective prisms on the paver and providingg XYZ positio
oning. The weeather was ho
ot (air
temperatuure 105o F) an
nd the concrette was settingg up very quicckly, the pavin
ng crew was inexperienced
i
with
the equipment, and th
he contractorr wanted both
h grade stakees and contrrol for the to
otal stations. This
mands on thee survey department that th
hey could nott meet. Ultimately,
additional survey control created dem
the contrractor returneed to using the tradition
nal grade stakes on the project. Thiss combination of
environmeent and expeerience factorrs limited thee effectivenesss of the equuipment and showed thatt the
technologyy might not work
w
in all casees.
In 20003 a Machine Guidance Committee was formed by members
m
of the Caltrans Diivisions of Deesign,
Constructiion, Computeer-Aided Desiign and Draft
fting (CADD), Office Engiineers, Legal, and Surveys.. The
committeee discussed co
onstruction auutomation andd it became app
parent that th
here were several challenges.
Caltran
ns current road design softw
ware does nott use a full 3D
D model durin
ng design. Thee software reliees on
cross-sectiions as the basic
b
design to
ool. Full 3D lines are deveeloped througgh a separate process oncee the
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design is finisshed. Lines arre not interacttive with the cross-sections
c
s, and if a flaw
w is discoveredd they must be
b
recreated. New road design
n software is b
being evaluated but has not yet been purcchased. A chan
nge in softwarre
i easier to creeate files needded by the con
ntractors.
should make it

Figure 5: Concrete
C
paveer, automated construction on
o I-15 near Barstow,
B
CA
There werre many conceerns about delivering electrronic data to contractors.
c
T electronic files might no
The
ot
match the 2D
D plans, addittional claims could be baseed on the disscrepancies, th
he lines createed from crosssections may contain defeccts, unknown translation errrors could bee introduced by
b different so
oftware, and no
n
oncerns have been addresseed but still rem
main a concerrn to engineerrs.
design file willl ever be perffect. These co
Non-standardd Special Pro
ovisions have been added to contracts to allow deelivery of elecctronic files to
t
contractors buut this has beeen on a case-b
by-case basis.
The comm
mittee develop
ped a set of gguidelines bassed on deliverry of electroniic files after award
a
(Caltran
ns
2005). A pilo
ot project wass developed in
n District 11 on the secon
nd stage of a bypass aroun
nd the town of
o
Brawley in Im
mperial Countty (Caltrans 20004). State Routes 78 and 111 are being rerouted
r
to reeduce traffic on
o
city streets. Originally
O
the electronic
e
desiign files were to be provideed to bidders on the project before awardd.
Due to conceerns by the Division of Con
nstruction thee files were deelivered after award. Constrruction did no
ot
start until June 2007 and is expected to be compleeted by 20100. A “lessons learned” doccument will be
b
hen the majorrity of the worrk is done.
completed wh

Figure 6: Rob
botic total stattions tracking retro-reflectivve prisms on the
t paver and providing XY
YZ positioningg
3
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Another pilot project was started in 2008 in District 3, around the small town of Tudor, in Sutter County
on State Route 70. The design files were included in the bid package and the contract was awarded. Major
construction has yet to begin.
There have been many projects done with machine automation around California. Contractors have been
given existing electronic design files, or the created their own from existing 2D information. These projects
have been poorly documented because of the time pressure to get the projects built. Caltrans management
does support developing policy for the use of machine automation.
Caltrans is also looking to other DOTs, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO), and the Transportation Research Board (TRB) to share information. Caltrans has an
active representative on AASHTO’s Automated Machine Guidance (AMG) Technology Implementation
Group (AASHTO 2008). A Request for Proposal to identify guidelines for the use of AMG was sent out and
was due on 12/2/2008 (NCHRP 2008). The finished study should be valuable to all DOTs. The TRB
subcommittee AFB 80 (Geospatial Data Acquisition Technologies in Design and Construction) is also
investigating machine automation (TRB 2008).
In conclusion, Caltrans is investigating machine automation, but the real champions of this new
technology are our construction contractors. The major challenges have been producing an electronic design
file, changing existing workflows, developing new contract language, purchasing better road design software,
overcoming organizational and personal resistance to change, and documenting the results. A compelling
case for cost and time savings to Caltrans would make all the difference.
4.

Conclusions and Future Research

The total process model for automation for construction and maintenance is expected to provide
substantial benefits for transportation infrastructure. Research, development, and pilot testing in both
Finland and California have demonstrated the feasibility and many of these benefits, and have also identified
areas for further investigation and improvement. The model will allow us to identify key features and
requirements for Caltrans and its contractors to appropriately apply machine guidance and construction
automation. As noted with respect to California’s results, a critical need is a detailed business case analysis
demonstrating the cost-benefit for machine guidance and the use of a total process model for the complete
infrastructure lifecycle.
The AHMCT Research Center at the University of California and the Research Unit of Construction
Technology at the University of Oulu have identified a number of areas for cooperative research in
construction automation, machine guidance, and model-driven lifecycle operations and maintenance of
transportation infrastructure. We plan to pursue a carefully orchestrated pilot project with Caltrans,
structured in a manner to properly evaluate and document the benefits and costs of these technologies in a
well-controlled environment. In addition, we are investigating application of GPR for the pro-active
evaluation of bridge deck health. We also intend to collaborate on the application of 5D technologies, and
the evaluation of their benefits to the DOT. Finally, we plan to develop an on-going series of workshops
bringing together government agencies, researchers, and industry, to accelerate the application of innovative
and beneficial automation technologies for highway construction, operations, and maintenance.
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